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EDITOR'S NOTE

With this issue, we have changed the name of the journal from HSTC Bulletin, reflecting an acronym that had outlived its usefulness, to Scientia Canadensis which has the advantage of brevity; for those who think the journal now sounds like one devoted to science, please consult your Latin dictionary!

The format changes are being made in two stages: with this number we move to two issues a year with a new binding for easier reading. With the next number, we will introduce word-processed text. For prospective authors who have microcomputers, if your system is Apple-compatible, utilizing 5¼ disks, we will be using WordStar software (based on CP/M) and can accept your text directly on disks. This will facilitate any changes before publication. For further information, please contact the editor.

ERRATA

Please note the following changes to the article by D.J.C. Phillipson, 'The Steacie Myth and the Institutions of Industrial Research,' Issue No. 25:

p 126, para 3: 1927, not 1937, for the foundation of the Canadian Journal of Research;

p 128, para 1: 1953, not 1963, for terminal date of handbook;


Our apologies.